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NECKLACE WITH PENDANT 45 CM
DIAMONDS 0,22 CT WHITE GOLD 750
Serie: Fusion Serie: silver Serie: 45 cm
Serie: White gold
Order number: 5713275074953
Hersteller: Georg Jensen

€2,600.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Necklace with pendant 45 cm Diamonds 0,22 ct
white gold 750"

-Materials: 18 kt. white gold
-Stones: Diamonds
-Diamond pavé 0.22 CT
-Measurements: W: 7 mm Ø: 12 mm 45 cm 1.1 mm anchor chain
-The length of the chain can be adjusted by using the loops
-Design year: 2019

Two similar - but not identical - parts hang together side by side in this beautiful pendant necklace. Both crafted from 18 kt. white gold,
but one undecorated and the other pavéed with diamonds, the two parts perhaps represent husband and wife, man and woman or
even brother and sister? Whatever the symbolism, the story is yours to tell.

With its countless combinations of materials, colours and shapes, the Fusion collection is made for telling stories. Endless love, strong
relationships, life-changing events - all can by symbolised and celebrated in the most beautiful way possible.

The pendant features two 18 kt. white gold rings, one of which is pavéed with 0.22 ct. diamonds which hang together from a fine white
gold chain.

Related links to "Necklace with pendant 45 cm Diamonds 0,22 ct
white gold 750"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Georg Jensen
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